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Abstract: Microblogging services can enrich the information investors use to make financial decisions
on the stock markets. As liquidity has immediate consequences for a trader’s movements, this risk
is an attractive area of interest for both academics and those who participate in the financial markets.
This paper focuses on market liquidity and studies the impact on liquidity and trading costs of
the popular Twitter microblogging service. Sentiment analysis extracted from Twitter and different
popular liquidity measures were gathered to analyze the relationship between liquidity and investors’
opinions. The results, based on the analysis of the S&P 500 Index, found that the investors’ mood had
little influence on the spread of the index.
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1. Introduction

Sentiment analysis is a field of natural language processing (NLP) that aids in understanding and
extracting different opinions on a given subject. As 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are generated daily all
over the world by the participants of social media, sentiment analysis tools can be used to make sense
of the data. While opinion mining categorizes opinions into positive or negative, sentiment analysis is
a field of interest for both academics and practitioners, since the constantly expanding social networks
enable the exchange of information and opinions on products, services or any other subject. Sentiment
analysis not only transforms such unstructured public information into structured data, but also makes
it possible to apply the data to various areas, such as customer feedback, product/service reviews,
net promoter scoring, stakeholder relations, marketing, financial market predictions, or almost any
other field.

Social media are cost-effective and easily available networks that exchange information for
both private and business purposes while eradicating geographical barriers. They are a broad
source of co-creation values in which the participants contribute to evaluating and refining
conceptualizations [1].

Social media can be divided into six types [1]: Social networking sites, blogs and micro
blogs, collaborative projects, virtual game worlds, content communities, and virtual communities.
This categorization has contributed a great deal to expanding the literature of social media into diverse
notable fields, such as polling estimation [2,3], tourism [4], medicine and healthcare [5,6], collaborative
learning [7], social participation [8], sport [9], communication [10], organizing [11], recruiting/selection
decisions [12], crisis event analysis [13–15], public-spending review [16], and stock market predictions
related to returns, prices, volatility, and trading volume [17–19].

To the authors’ knowledge, however, the impact of social media on financial market liquidity
and thus on trading costs has not been explored. Market liquidity facilitates the efficient and stable
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functioning of financial markets [20]. It is a multi-dimensional concept, generally referring to the
immediacy of the execution of a trade with a limited price impact and low transaction costs [21].
While various of its aspects can be studied, this study investigates whether the Twitter microblogging
social network influences liquidity.

The financial crisis of 2007–2009 crucially underlined the significance of liquidity on the
functioning of the global financial markets [20]. The severe trading losses led the major players
in the financial system to reassess their risk profiles and business models, which was considered
a major step towards the implementation of rigorous regulatory reforms throughout the financial
sector. Policy makers emphasized the need to constrain the banks’ riskier business lines, such as
investment banking and trading [22]. There has been a measurable reduction in banks’ trading capacity:
Bank holdings of trading assets have dropped by more than 40% between 2008 and 2015. However,
concerns are growing on their willingness and ability to take risks as market makers or whether they
would withdraw abruptly in cases of liquidity distress.

Financial market liquidity can be suddenly reduced for several reasons. Firstly, it depends in part
on the transparency of information on security values, which vary over time. Secondly, the number of
liquidity providers and their access to capital is a significant determinant of market liquidity. Thirdly,
increased uncertainty about market liquidity makes the provision of liquidity riskier and increases the
compensation that liquidity providers demand, i.e., the trading cost (bid–ask spread) increases.

The existing literature argues that asymmetric information is one of the factors in determining the
liquidity and trading cost [23–26]. Social media have constructed a diversified structure of social
networks, in which the participants, irrespective of their professional background, are open to
exchanging information on financial markets and certain securities as a whole. It is therefore essential
to investigate the impact of such information and opinions on financial market liquidity.

The aim of this paper is thus to analyze the impact of social media on financial market liquidity.
This analysis can have potential implications for both academics and investors in terms of quantifying
social media-based sentiments towards financial market liquidity and trading costs.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A brief survey of the literature is included in
Section 2. A description of the data collected and different liquidity measures is given in Section 3.
The research results are presented and discussed in Section 4 and the paper ends with the main
conclusions highlighted in Section 5.

2. Review of the Literature

Market participants evidently generate spaces within products, services and firms by reflecting
opinions and concerns [27], which further develops the field of communications [28]. Social media
have not only contributed to revolutionizing reciprocity between stakeholders and businesses, but have
also changed the approach of business-related content with regard to production, distribution
and consumption [27]. Firms have cost-effective opportunities to communicate and build a strong
relationship with stakeholders through social networking [29] without distance and geographical
barriers [30].

Firms engagement in social media can build up direct relationships with customers,
expand business by identifying new opportunities, create their product-related communities,
collect opinions and concerns and generally improve gaps [31]. Due to their non-transactional nature,
social media are well suited to collecting feedback from a very large potential audience, initiating
two-way communications and developing relationships with customers through interaction [1] and
are therefore a cost-effective source of targeting an immense audience and gathering large volumes
of feedback.

Twitter, as a microblogging social network, is one of the most popular communication sources
through which participants can interact globally with messages known as ‘tweets’. Besides facilitating
private communications between the participants, Twitter also distributes information on professional
contexts, for example financial market-related groups, such as StockTwits, Financial Times,
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Market-Watch, etc. That prompt investors to share their opinions on investment in financial markets
and certain securities [32]. There are around 313 million active users of Twitter who interact with tweets
in more than 40 languages. The influential role of Twitter has been revealed in various fields such as
election results and political debates [33,34], academic communications [35], brand reputations [36],
stock volatility, returns and volumes [18], and portfolio returns [19].

Financial market analysis is one of the most attractive areas in the literature on market
microstructures—it is concerned with the details of how exchanges occur in the market by means of
various theories. The chartist theory suggests that patterns and trends of its past behaviour tend to
recur in the future and provides future asset prices based on historical data. The random walk theory
argues that asset prices evolve randomly and cannot be predicted from historical patterns and stock
market trends, so that prices are identical independent variables.

Besides such assumptions, variations in asset prices can be influenced by the media [37–41].
Public opinions through social media can significantly influence the investment decision-making
proces [42] and have an impact on the financial market. The social media have been extensively
examined by researchers in order to determine the state of the financial market at both the indicator and
firm levels [17,18,43–45]. These studies use sentiment analysis tools to extract opinions and information
in terms of binary sentiment results (positive or bullish vs negative or bearish) or multi-level sentiment
results. Some recent works are focused on the relationship between social media and market behaviour.
A good example is [46], who analyze how social media impact financial markets, which is different
if we compare it with traditional sources of investor attention such as newspapers, analyst coverage,
earnings announcements, and business news wires. They show that “increases in Twitter activity
are associated with positive abnormal returns and, when occurring in conjunction with traditional
information supply events, increase the diffusion of information to investors”. Authors also introduce
an interesting difference between the supply of information (Tweeter activity) and the consumption of
information (retweet activity), and show that the consumption of information increases the magnitude
of the price impact. In a similar way, reference [47] study whether social media can provide new
insights on market panics and manias that are not already captured by traditional data. They show
that highly abnormal social media sentiment—as measured by Twitter and StockTwits messages—is
preceded by very strong momentum and followed by mean-reverting return. Authors design a strategy
based on this mean-reverting effect which outperforms a benchmark mean-reversion strategy that does
not use social-media data. Other areas where social media are related with financial markets include
IPO performance [48], information asymmetry [49], market manipulation [50] and communication of
financial information [51].

As previously stated, investors’ sentiments may be reflected by the financial markets [17,37,40].
Positive sentiments cause asset prices and returns to rise, while negative sentiments may reduce them.
It is therefore of interest to apply sentiment analysis tools to investors’ sentiments, which not only
show investors’ emotions based on their perceptions but also investigate their impact on financial
market forecasting.

The existing literature often uses Pearson correlation coefficients [32,45,52] and beta coefficients
of linear regression models [17,44,53] to examine the relationship between the financial market and
investors’ sentiments. Most of the existing literature indicates the positive relationship between social
media and the financial market [17,32,44,52,54], but limited to certain aspects such as prices, returns,
volatility or trading volume [17–19,32,37,42–45,52,53].

Liquidity is a time-varying risk factor [55]. The risk arises in situations in which a share cannot
be traded quickly enough to prevent or minimize a loss. The liquidity risk, in general, is considered
the centre of any financial crisis [20]. Liquidity tends to be highly volatile, which means that it can
vanish within minutes. It has become an important issue for traders and can even cause a systemic
risk. Due to the severe consequences of an evaporation of liquidity in securities and funding markets
during a potential financial crisis, the systemic liquidity risk should be closely monitored [20].
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Market participants who seek to make an immediate trade would possibly trade at the best
available price, i.e., the bid price if buying or the asking price if selling. The bid–ask spread has gained
huge interest among market participants due to the fact that it is a significant measure of trading costs
and thus a proxy for financial market liquidity [20,56–59]. The size of the spread reflects an asset’s
liquidity, i.e., the ease and cost of trading an asset.

The literature concentrates on three factors—adverse selection costs [23–26], inventory
holding costs [56,60–62] and order processing costs [63]—in order to determine the bid–ask
spread. Reference [57] developed a three-way decomposition model by combining the spread
components—order processing, adverse selection and inventor holding costs—and disclosed the
significance of these components in estimating the true spread.

When securities become information-sensitive, the financial markets are not perceived as
liquid [64]. This causes an adverse selection problem: informed optimistic investors would buy
an asset even at a higher ask-price, while pessimistic sellers have an incentive to sell at a lower
bid-price. Traders with private information on the fundamental value of securities would consider
the price effect of their trades, and market makers are likely to protect themselves against informed
traders, so that reduced liquidity produces a wider bid–ask spread.

In addition to private information on the fundamental value of an asset, the literature also
illuminates the significance of private information on order flows [65,66]. For example, if a trading
desk foresees that a hedge fund will liquidate a huge position which will likely depress prices, then the
trading desk will sell early while the price is high and buy back later at a lower price. Informed buyers
have incentives in large trades, which increase dealers’ potential losses so that dealers would widen
the spread.

The bid–ask spread is a compensation for dealers who offer immediacy while accepting the risk
of holding an inventory. Dealers are risk aversion agents that facilitate liquidity in the market while
optimizing their own security portfolios. In fact, all the buyers are not present in the market at all
times, so this gap between buyer and seller is bridged by market makers, who may buy a security in
anticipation of being able to resell it to the buyer. However, market makers take into account the risk of
price fluctuations in the meantime and would be compensated for this risk in terms of imposing a cost
on the seller, i.e., a higher spread. Additionally, the spread compensates dealers who offer immediacy
by bearing some of the fixed costs. Consistent with the empirical literature, reference [67] showed that
the bid–ask spread is a positive function of the price level and return variance, a negative function
of measures of market activity, depth, and continuity, and negatively correlated with the degree
of competition. The illiquidity premium was documented for the equity market in [56], while [68]
measured the effective bid–ask spread by using the first-order serial covariance of price changes.
Later, reference [25] developed a technique for estimating a model that decomposed the bid–ask
spread into two components, one due to asymmetric information and one due to inventory costs,
specialist monopoly power, and clearing costs.

3. Data Sampling and Methodology

This paper studies the impact of microblogging data (tweets) on the market liquidity of the
S&P500 Index, and as a result, on the transaction cost associated with trading, that is the bid-ask
spread. This not only captures the trading cost, but is also a true measure of actual market liquidity,
which can be measured in various ways. Based on the theoretical foundation of market liquidity,
we apply various liquidity measures including (1) high–low difference, (2) spread derived by [25],
(3) quoted spread, and (4) effective spread.

The liquidity measures applied in this study are standard and have previously been examined
in different aspects of the asset pricing literature, although all liquidity measures and indices are in
fact the proxies for illiquidity [69]. Investors take the significance of financial market liquidity into
consideration at the time of decision-making because it is a great indicator of the efficiency of financial
markets. The literature on the market microstructure proposes and constructs the bid–ask spread in
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several ways. The bid–ask spread simply is defined as the difference between the seller’s asking price
for an asset and the bid price offered by the buyer. The high or ask price refers to the highest price
during the trading day, whereas the low or bid price is defined as the lowest price during the same
day. A spread can be computed by using the daily high and low prices, which is given by:

S = Hight − Lowt (1)

An alternative liquidity measure of daily high and low prices was derived by [25], who considers
that any transaction discloses something about a trader’s private information. The bid–ask spread was
modelled in the following manner:

GMS = Askt − Bidt (2)

The expected value of the security conditional on a trade at: Askt= vHπ + v̄ (1− π), and where bid
price is assumed by: Bidt= vLπ + v̄ (1− π). vH and vL are high and low possible values, respectively,
for an asset with equal probability. An informed optimistic trader is present with probability

π. Assuming risk neutrality, uninformed pessimistic traders value the security at v̄ =
(vH+vL)

2 .
The model assumes that the spread would be greater in case of a higher probability of trading with
an informed trader.

The quoted spread (QS) and effective spread (ES) are the most common measures of market
liquidity and significantly explain the spread context. The quoted spread is simply the difference
between the ask (high) quote and the bid (low) quote at a given time in the market, divided by the
average of the two quotes (mean of Hight and Lowt):

QS =
Hight − Lowt

Mt
(3)

By taking into consideration the hidden orders, order internalization by market-makers,
the effective spread is considered a leading measure of financial market liquidity, which is defined as
the absolute value of the difference between the trade price, Pt, and the midpoint of the quotes, Mt =
( Hight+Lowt

2 ), divided by the mean of Hight and Lowt:

ES =
2|Pt −Mt|

Mt
(4)

The data used in this research was obtained from the Center for Research in Security Prices, which
contains daily observations of high, low, and closing prices. The dataset therefore has both time and
individual dimensions. To understand the impact of microblogging data on financial market liquidity
and trading costs, the study took into consideration tweets, consisting of 23,008 observations, related to
the S&P500 Index and collected daily during the period 3 July 2019–1 October 2019. The analysis
was carried out on R programming software, in which the machine learning strategy and a linear
regression model are applied to disentangle the various aspects involved. The machine learning
strategy was used to extract the aggregated sentiments, while the regression model used sentiments
as the independent variable and the abovementioned liquidity measures as the dependent variables.
Hence, we used four regression models to analyze the link between investors’ mood and liquidity of
the S&P Index as shown in Equation (5):

Liquidityt = α + β1Sentimentst + εt (5)

where Liquidityt corresponds to each liquidity measure of Equations (1)–(4) in t, Sentimentst represents
the extracted sentiment for that period, and εt is the error term. The regression model was performed
by using the ordinary least squared technique (OLS), and no control variables were included in
the process.
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In order to construct the ‘Sentiments’ variable from unstructured data (tweets), we executed
some pre-processing tasks using the software R. At the first stage, R served to clean each tweet by
removing punctuation and stop words, converting words into lower case, striping any leading or
trailing spaces and for privacy reasons, setting all participants’ addresses into ‘@user’. At the final
stage, R categorizes each structured tweet into a numerical positive or negative value between −5 and
5 that defines the importance of a tweet with positive scores indicating positive sentiment and negative
scores indicating negative sentiment on a given day. For example, the most positive sentiment got a
score of 4.75 from the tweet “Watch it! An amazing truth. How the brain works. If you like it Share
it Please Awesome information SP&500 #amazing #unbeliev”, and the most negative sentiment was
valued at −3.9 from the tweet “In a pathetic attempt to avoid panic selling S&P; a stock market crash,
the Trump administration wasted $130 billion of tax”. Figure 1 shows the distribution of each tweet
sentiments throughout the analysed period. The Box-plot distribution indicates both positive and
negative sentiments, in which most of the market participants can be viewed as bullish.

Figure 1. Bullish vs bearish.

4. Research Findings and Discussion

The descriptive statistics of the variables, liquidity measures and aggregated sentiments, for the
data sample are presented in Table 1, which shows significant differences among the applied bid–ask
spreads. As can be seen in Table 1, the variables are positively skewed, which indicates the right-skewed
distributions of variables with values to the right of their mean, whereas higher variable kurtosis
represents the possibility of extreme values.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of variables for the data sample.

S GMS QS ES Sentiments

Min 9.030 4.520 0.002997 0.000040 −6.950
Median 22.77 11.39 0.007764 0.004452 44.70
Mean 27.69 13.84 0.009410 0.005359 42.32
Max 92.04 46.02 0.031950 0.023520 101.6

Std. Dev. 17.21 8.600 0.005982 0.004918 21.53
Skewness 1.729 1.729 1.766 1.382 0.125
Kurtosis 5.966 5.966 6.143 5.173 3.396

The liquidity and sentiment measurements are shown in the graph in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
The time-series plots presented in Figure 2 clearly disclose differences between the computed liquidity.
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Figure 2. Time-variations in financial market liquidity.

Figure 3. Time-variations in sentiments average and the number of tweets per day.

We have performed an autocorrelation analysis to study whether the time series are linearly
related to lagged versions of themselves. Figure 4 shows the autocorrelation plot for each liquidity
measure. We observe that values are within 95% confidence interval (represented by the dashed blue
line) for lags > 1, but lag = 1 falls outside this confidence interval. So that, we can conclude that all
liquidity measures are serially correlated, and this must be considered in the regression models by
including the lagged computation of the liquidity measure (Equation (6)).

Liquidityt = α + β1Sentimentst + β2Liquidityt−1 + εt (6)
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Figure 4. Autocorrelation plot for liquidity measures.

The correlation coefficients between liquidity measures, shown in Table 2, are highly correlated.
This implies that the applied liquidity measures significantly respond to any variations in market
liquidity over time. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the sentiment average regarding the S&P500
index along with the daily number of tweets collected. It has been observed that the sentiments
are not constant and change over time, while something similar happens to the number of tweets.
However, no clear relationship can be found between the average sentiment and the number of tweets.
We analysed the relationship between these time-variations in sentiments and liquidity by means of
a regression analysis.

Table 2. Linear correlation coefficients for the liquidity measures.

S GMS QS ES

S 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.790
GMS 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.790
QS 0.999 0.999 1.000 0.791
ES 0.790 0.790 0.791 1.000

Table 3 shows the coefficients obtained through a linear regression where sentiments average,
“Sent”, is the independent variable and each liquidity measure is considered as the dependent variable.
The lagged liquidity measure has been also included to control for autocorrelation (Equation (6)) .

The regression analyses notably reveals that the coefficients associated to sentiments, β1,
are positive in each dataset but not significant. This indicates that any changes in investors’ perceptions
are very weakly correlated to variations in financial market liquidity and trading costs. R-Squared,
p-values, and F-statistics in Table 3 further explain that a much lower proportion of the changes in
market participants’ perceptions affect the time-varying liquidity and trading cost for each dataset.
These results were obtained after controlling for autocorrelation. In addition, we have checked the
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residuals of all regression models. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test shows that residuals are not normally
distributed except for the ES liquidity measure (p-value = 0.421). Heteroscedasticity was also checked.
In this case, the Breusch–Pagan test showed that residuals were homoscedastic for all regressions.

Table 3. Regression Analysis.

Estimate p-Value

S (1)
Intercept 18.676 0.001 **

Sentiments 0.005 0.960
St−1 0.329 0.015 *

GMS (2)
Intercept 9.338 0.001 **

Sentiments 0.002 0.960
GMSt−1 0.329 0.015 *

QS (3)
Intercept 0.006 0.002 **

Sentiments 0.000 0.976
QSt−1 0.342 0.011 *

ES (4)
Intercept 0.003 0.042 *

Sentiments 0.000 0.212
ESt−1 0.115 0.419

(1) Adjusted R-squared: 0.073, F-statistic: 3.232, p-value: 0.047; (2) Adjusted R-squared: 0.073, F-statistic: 3.232,
p-value: 0.047; (3) Adjusted R-squared: 0.082, F-statistic: 3.539, p-value: 0.036; (4) Adjusted R-squared: 0.014,
F-statistic: 1.411, p-value: 0.252; Signif. codes: ‘***’ < 0.001; ‘**’ < 0.01; ‘*’ < 0.05.

These results only discount the relation between investors’ sentiments and financial liquidity
on a daily basis. In other words, it seems that the liquidity on a given trading day is not related
to the investors’ sentiments collected from tweets. The following experiment was constructed on a
two-day basis: we computed the two-day moving average for each considered liquidity measure
and the sentiment score to analyse whether the relation between the computed liquidity measures
and sentiments was not only observed at one point in time, but was constructed over a period of
time. Investors may need extra time to analyse social media’s mood and then use this information,
not necessarily on the same day, but also during the following trading sessions.

Table 4 gives the regression statistics for each dataset applied in the study. The regression estimates
are again positive in each dataset, but their relationship reflects that changes in investors’ mood are
very weakly effective in determining the size of the bid–ask spread. In all regressions the improve in the
R2 comes from the inclusion of the lagged liquidity measure. However, the coefficient of sentiments
with the ES liquidity measure is statistically significant even after controlling for autocorrelation,
which implies that investors’ mood and the liquidity of the S&P500 Index are related on a two-day
basis. This gives a new insight into the relation between these two variables, which will be analysed in
a further study with a larger database and different financial assets to those considered here. Residuals
of all regression models have been also checked. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Breusch–Pagan tests
show that residuals are normally distributed and homoscedastic in all cases.

Table 4. Regression analysis based on two-days moving average of liquidity.

Estimate p-Value

S (1)
Intercept 6.119 0.114

Sentiments 0.044 0.479
St−1 0.715 0.000 ***

GMS (2)
Intercept 3.059 0.114

Sentiments 0.022 0.479
GMSt−1 0.715 0.000 ***
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Table 4. Cont.

Estimate p-Value

QS (3)
Intercept 0.002 0.129

Sentiments 0.000 0.484
QSt−1 0.723 0.000 ***

ES (4)
Intercept 0.001 0.404

Sentiments 0.000 0.047 *
ESt−1 0.515 0.000 ***

(1) Adjusted R-squared: 0.505, F-statistic: 29.576, p-value: 0.000; (2) Adjusted R-squared: 0.505, F-statistic: 29.576,
p-value: 0.000; (3) Adjusted R-squared: 0.516, F-statistic: 30.892, p-value: 0.000; (4) Adjusted R-squared: 0313,
F-statistic: 13.793, p-value: 0.000; Signif. codes: ‘***’ < 0.001; ‘**’ < 0.01; ‘*’ < 0.05.

5. Conclusions

In this study we analysed the impact of investors’ mood on market liquidity and on the costs
associated with trading. We performed a sentiment analysis of tweets related to the S&P500 Index
and considered four different measures of liquidity. On a daily basis, we found that even though the
regression estimates are positive, they are not statistically significant. However, if a two-day moving
average is computed on all the variables concerned, the results are slightly improved. The investors’
mood was found to be positive and significantly related to the effective spread of the liquidity measure.

Our findings should encourage other researchers to make additional efforts to study a larger
dataset by widening the analysed period and including new assets. In the present study we only
investigated the S&P500 Index, which is limited to concluding in a broader sense that Twitter,
as a source of information, has little influence on any changes that occur in the size of spread
and time-varying liquidity. There is thus a great need for future research in this area to study the
relationship between microblogging data and market liquidity at the sector and firm levels. This would
undoubtedly help us to understand the significance of microblogging data on financial market liquidity
and trading costs in a broader sense.
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